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The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is expected to be the premier space based
astronomical observatory when it reaches its intended operational temperatures in the Spring
of 2022. The cryogenic telescope portion features a deployed 6.5 meter primary mirror,
backplane structure, and instrument complement passively cooled below 50Kelvin. Cooling to
these temperatures is enabled by an L2 orbit, a 22x10 meter deployed sunshield, and
numerous thermal isolation schemes. Proper observatory thermal performance will allow the
scientific instruments to observe exoplanet formation, evolution of galaxies, and
characteristics of the early universe. Prior to launch, extensive thermal testing was performed
on a thermal simulator and the flight telescope to characterize on-orbit thermal performance
including the ~120 day post-launch cooldown. This paper focuses on early JWST telescope
flight thermal performance and comparisons to analytical predictions.
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= Canadian Space Agency
= European Space Agency
= Fine Guidance Sensor
= Fine Steering Mirror
= Goddard Space Flight Center
= ISIM Electronics Compartment
= Integrated Science Instrument Module
= Johnson Space Center
= James Webb Space Telescope
= Kelvin
= Mid Infrared Instrument
= Multilayer Insulation
= Northrop Grumman Space Systems
= Near Infrared Camera
= Near Infrared Spectrograph
= Optical Telescope Element
= Optical Telescope / ISIM
= Primary Mirror
= Primary Mirror Backplane Support Structure
= Secondary Mirror
= Secondary Mirror Assembly
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I. Introduction

T

he James Webb Space Telescope, an international collaboration among the space agencies of the US, Europe, and
Canada, was launched December 25, 2021 from Kourou, French Guiana. Featuring a cryogenic 18-segment, 6
meter primary mirror and near- and mid-infrared cameras and spectrometers, JWST provides a unique capability to
study the evolution of galaxies, the history of the Milky Way, the formation and characteristics of planetary systems,
and observe the early universe as it emerged from the dark ages that followed the Big Bang.
JWST orbits around the Earth-Sun L2 Lagrange point, about 1.5 million km from the Earth in the anti-Sun
direction. Figure 1 shows the observatory and its 20 meter deployed sunshield that shadows the telescope and
instruments from Earth and Sun inputs, enabling them to reach the cryogenic temperatures required for infrared
observations.

Figure 1. James Webb Space Telescope, deployed

II. Observatory Thermal Design, Testing, and Analysis
The deployed sunshield is the key to JWST’s thermal design, and consists of five aluminized Kapton layers
separated in a V-groove configuration that were folded within the Ariane launch vehicle fairing for launch. After a
dramatic multi-day deployment sequence, the sunshield completely shades the cryogenic areas from the Sun over a
wide range of viewing angles. Figure 2 shows the major elements of the observatory, including the Optical Telescope
Element (OTE) and Integrated Science Instrument Module (ISIM).
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Figure 2. JWST Major Elements
The OTE is a three mirror anastigmatic design consisting of a large actively controlled segmented primary and
deployed secondary mirror. The ISIM and its associated radiators are mounted to the back of the primary mirror
backplane (Figure 3). Right below the ISIM, but still on the cold side of the sunshield, is the ISIM Electronics
Compartment (IEC) which houses room temperature instrument electronics. This compartment is also thermally
isolated from the cryogenic telescope via a series of thermal shields and multi-stage parasitic intercept radiators. A
series of radiation baffles directs the 200W of IEC generated heat away from the cold sunshield layer. Completing the
observatory is the spacecraft bus, which houses all of the observatory attitude control, power, command and data
handling, and communication components. A thermally and structurally isolating deployment tower separates the
OTE/ISIM from the room-temperature spacecraft bus elements, and the attached cryogenic interface harnesses use
phosphor bronze wiring wrapped with insulation. Even more isolation is provided by added layers of core thermal
blankets, diagonal shields, a deployed bib, and other reflective elements.

Figure 3. ISIM and IEC locations
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The ISIM houses a suite of four international science instruments in a composite truss structure, with layout shown
in Figure 4. Three instruments are cooled passively to around 40K: the Near Infrared Spectrograph (NIRSpec),
primarily sponsored by ESA with substantial NASA contribution; the Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS), provided by the
Canadian Space Agency; and the Near Infrared Camera (NIRCam), provided by NASA. The fourth instrument, MIRI,
provided by ESA, is actively cooled to around 6K using a NASA-provided cryocooler set1.

Figure 4. ISIM Instruments, viewed from +V3
Extensive thermal testing was performed on the flight telescope elements to characterize on-orbit thermal
performance. The ISIM with its international instruments was assembled and environmentally tested at
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), including three 100-day cryo-vacuum tests2. The OTE structure was
built up at Northrop Grumman Space Systems (NGSS), after which the primary mirrors were installed on the OTE
structure at GSFC to complete OTE mechanical assembly. After OTE and ISIM were assembled into the OTIS
(OTE+ISIM, Figure 4), they completed the 100-day OTIS cryo-vacuum test at the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC)
Chamber A facility3, featuring end-to-end optical testing in a flight-like thermal environment4.
OTIS = OTE + ISIM
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Figure 4. Telescope Cryo Test Configuration
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Observatory models used for flight predictions were SINDA/TSS with numerous custom features for cryogenic
properties and heat flow analysis, developed over the last 20 years by JWST prime contractor NGSS. Particular
attention was paid to modeling of the sunshield. Each layer had a complete geometric model including 3D curvatures,
seams, edge closeouts, tension line interfaces, and doublers. Parameters like membrane solar absorptivity, emissivity,
specularity, and transmittance were measured at expected temperatures. Contamination effects including icing
assumptions were estimated. To provide reasonable worst-case temperature estimates, flight predictions were
generated assuming conservative values for all these factors.
The test model used for the OTIS telescope-level thermal test at JSC was a Thermal Desktop version of the NGSS
OTIS model combined with models of the TVac chamber and the optical/thermal/mechanical in-chamber elements4.
Flight temperature curves and post-processed predictions were produced using the Fusion program developed by Brian
Comber of GSFC5.

III. Launch, Deployments, and Cooldown Plan
After launch on December 25, 2021 (Figure 6), deployment operations were executed nominally, after decades of
planning for contingencies. Following solar array and antennas deployments, the largest and most complex telescope
sunshield ever built was successfully deployed over eight days, including 170 Non Explosive Actuators that
represented potential single-point failures. After the sunshield was in final position, some spacecraft temperatures rose
due to reflections from the somewhat billowy sunshield. After the sun-facing layer of the sunshield was tensioned,
temperatures went back to expected ranges, producing relief amongst the control room thermal team. The final
deployments were the secondary mirror assembly (SMA) on January 5 and the primary mirror wings on January 8.

Figure 6. JWST Launch
The JWST telescope is expected to cool down to final flight temperature ranges by about 100 days after launch.
At this writing, JWST has been in space about 30 days, and the remainder of this paper will focus on the cooldown
within that timeframe. Figure 7 shows 2019 cooldown predictions for key telescope elements. Three of the four ISIM
instruments (NIRCam, NIRSpec, FGS) remained under heater control for the first 30 days to reduce deposition of
contaminants from warmer structures. The cryogenic MIRI instrument cooled down much more slowly due to its
thermal isolation characteristics.
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Figure 7: Pre-Flight Cooldown Predictions

Pre-flight predictions for the full 120-day cooldown are summarized in Figure 8.

Figure 8. JWST Predicted Cooldown Profile
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IV. Telescope Cooldown Performance
Telescope thermal performance in the first 30 days was reasonably close to cold-case assumptions, favorable news
for a cryogenic observatory. Some interesting features of the system were displayed in the thermal data, including
evidence that the sunshield is performing better than predicted, as described below.
The optical element most thermally isolated from the heated ISIM instruments is the Secondary Mirror (SM), as
shown in Figure 3 in the deployed configuration. Figure 9 displays actual temperatures (solid red line) consistently
cooler than the predictions (dotted red line). The first few days of flight data are cooler than predicted because the
JWST held the sun angle better than specified, thus reducing solar inputs, a general trend seen in many other
observatory temperatures. (Note: stairsteps in the temperature curves represent data outages.)

Figure 9: Secondary Mirror and Support Structure Temperatures
Cooldown of the SM was somewhat delayed by the need to heat the SM Support Structure hinges until SM
deployment to avoid mechanical stresses. The purple line in Figure 7 shows the hinge temperatures, and Figure 10
highlights the SM hinge location. Once these heaters were turned off, the cooldown continued to be faster than
predicted. Since the sunshield was the only significant SM heat source after the heaters were turned off, this is a clear
indication that initial sunshield thermal performance is better than expected.
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Figure 10. Secondary Mirror Assembly

The eighteen Primary Mirror (PM) segments are key elements of the optical train, with individual mirror
designations as shown in Figure 11. The PMs have a vapor deposited gold coating with an emissivity at cryogenic
temperatures around 0.01. The backside of these mirrors is bare beryllium with a waffle pattern (for mass reduction)
resulting in an effective emissivity around 0.08, so the backside thermal environment controls the mirror temperature.

Figure 11: Primary Mirror Locations
Figure 12 shows the cooldown of the B-segment primary mirrors compared with the dotted-line predictions. (The
B mirrors have more thermal sensors than the other mirrors, with higher readout rates.) The general trend is somewhat
cooler than predictions, with certain mirrors showing a larger differential. The following figures isolate this trend.
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Figure 12: Cooldown of “B” Primary Mirrors
Figures 13 and 14 show mirrors A6 and C6 ran cooler than expectations by no more than 5C after 30 days in
space. Each mirror plot includes one sensor on each of six mirror actuators plus one on the mirror substrate.

Figures 13 and 14: Cooldown of A6 and C6 Primary Mirrors

Figures 15 and 16 show that mirrors B6 and C5 were 15-20C cooler than predictions at 30 days. All of these
mirrors (A6, B6, C5, C6) are adjacent to each other as seen in Figure 9. However, “center section” mirrors A6 and C6
have the heated ISIM Enclosure and associated Primary Mirror Backplane Support Structure (PMBSS) behind them,
while as “wing” mirrors B6 and C5 have only single-layer insulation (SLI) blocking their view to the sunshield and
cold space. These temperature trends held for all the “wing” vs. “center section” mirrors.
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Figures 15 and 16: Cooldown of B6 and C5 Primary Mirrors
Figure 17 illustrates the backside space views of the “wing” mirrors, and Figure 18 is a photo of the actual
insulation behind B5, C6, and B6.

Figures 17 and 18: Wing Mirrors Location and Insulation
One obvious candidate for why the “wing” mirrors are so much colder than predictions is better-than-expected
sunshield thermal performance. Other candidates would be more efficient insulation on the sides of the ISIM Enclosure
due to conservative assumptions, and/or leakier insulation behind the “wing” mirrors (unlikely due to the consistency
of the trend.)
Projections based on temperature trending show no telescope temperature exceedances are expected. The JWST
thermal team will remain on-console 24/7 throughout the cooldown to continue temperature monitoring and trending.

V. Conclusion
For the first 30 days of its mission, JWST telescope temperatures are as predicted or lower, but projected to remain
within limits. Sunshield thermal performance appears to be somewhat better than expected, keeping primary mirrors
and the secondary mirror at or below expectations. While most instruments were still under heater control at 30 days,
as planned, indications are that telescope temperatures will reach the temperature levels required to meet the
spectacular JWST science objectives.
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